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Background: The circulating level of KL-6/MUC1 is a sensitive marker for various interstitial lung diseases. Previous case reports have suggested that KL-6 may also be increased in some patients with drug induced pneumonitis. A study was undertaken to determine whether serum KL-6 could be a marker for particular types of drug induced pneumonitis.

Methods: The findings of high resolution computed tomographic (HRCT) chest scans of 30 patients with drug induced pneumonitis were reviewed separately by two independent observers. The pneumonitis was classified into four predominant categories: widespread bilateral consolidation (diffuse alveolar damage, DAD; n = 7), fibrosis with or without consolidation (chronic interstitial pneumonia, CIP; n = 11), consolidation without fibrosis (bronchiolitis obliterans organising pneumonia or eosinophilic pneumonia, BOOP/EP; n = 8), and diffuse ground glass opacities without fibrosis (hypersensitivity pneumonitis, HP; n = 4). Serum KL-6 levels were measured by a sandwich enzyme linked immunosorbent assay.

Results: The overall sensitivity of serum KL-6 in detecting drug induced lung disease was 53.3%, which was lower than its sensitivity in detecting other interstitial lung diseases. However, the KL-6 level was increased in most patients with a DAD or CIP pattern (16/18; 88.9%) and was closely correlated with their clinical course. In contrast, serum KL-6 levels were within the normal range in all patients with a BOOP/EP or HP pattern.

Conclusions: Particular patterns detected by HRCT scanning, such as DAD and CIP but not the BOOP/EP or HP patterns, are associated with increased circulating KL-6 levels in drug induced pneumonitis. Serum KL-6 levels may reflect the clinical activity of the particular disorders.

Numerous agents including cytotoxic and non-cytotoxic drugs have the potential to cause pulmonary toxicity.1–10 The clinical and radiological manifestations of drug induced lung disease generally reflect the underlying pathological reactions, which may include interstitial pneumonitis, pulmonary haemorrhage, pulmonary hypertension, non-cardiogenic pulmonary oedema, veno-ocular disease, and granulomatous inflammation.1–7Interstitial pneumonitis can be further classified into four predominant categories: diffuse alveolar damage (DAD), chronic interstitial pneumonia (CIP), bronchiolitis obliterans organising pneumonia or eosinophilic pneumonia (BOOP/EP), and hypersensitivity pneumonitis (HP). The patterns on the high resolution computed tomographic (HRCT) scan of the chest may reflect these four primary categories of the disease.8–10 Early diagnosis is important, since withdrawal of the drug responsible is usually sufficient treatment for most drug toxicities, whereas unrecognised toxicity can be progressive and even fatal. However, there is no specific hallmark for diagnosis so the recognition of drug induced disease is difficult. The clinical, radiographic, and histopathological findings are often non-specific. Affected patients frequently have complex underlying illness, and the use of multiple drugs is common.1–4 The diagnosis is based on a history of drug exposure, histopathological evidence of lung damage, and exclusion of other causes of lung injury.

KL-6 is a high molecular weight, mucin like glycoprotein classified as human MUC1 mucin11 12 which has been reported to serve as a sensitive marker for interstitial lung diseases such as idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, collagen vascular disease associated interstitial pneumonitis, radiation pneumonitis, hypersensitivity pneumonitis, pulmonary sarcoidosis, pulmonary alveolar proteinosis, and Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia.13–20 There are a few case reports of increased serum levels of KL-6 in drug induced lung disease, including those associated with herbal Sho-saiko-to, amiodarone, misoprostol, and methotrexate.21–24 However, the sensitivity and clinical significance of serum KL-6 levels in drug induced lung disease have not been studied. Moreover, there have been no studies of the relationship between the type of extent of damage detected by chest HRCT findings and serum KL-6 levels. This study was undertaken to clarify these points.

METHODS

Subjects

The study population consisted of 30 patients (16 men) with drug induced pneumonitis occurring during the period between 1 January 1992 and 31 March 2002. The diagnoses were based on history of drug exposure, pathological evidence of lung damage, and exclusion of other causes of lung injury. The evidence for lung damage and exclusion of other causes were obtained by HRCT scanning and other methods including bronchoalveolar lavage (n = 21), transbronchial lung biopsy (n = 17), and necropsy (n = 2). The causative drugs were determined by history of drug exposure and response to withdrawal of the implicated drug, in addition to a lymphocyte stimulation test (n = 24), skin test (n = 1), or incidental provocative drug challenge test (n = 6). All of the patients were identified as definite cases on the adverse drug reaction probability scale,25 and there was a lack of other explanations for their new lung lesions. The median age of the patients was 62 years (range 23–82). Informed consent was obtained from all patients.
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Chest HRCT scanning and interpretation of HRCT images
All patients underwent chest radiography and CT scanning. The maximum time interval between the chest CT scan and the serum collection was 4 days, with most examinations (23/30) being performed on the same day. After standard 10 mm thick helical scanning for the screening of chest abnormalities, the HRCT scan was performed with 1–2 mm collimation at 2–3 cm intervals from the apex to the base.

The chest radiographic, CT, and HRCT findings were reviewed separately in random order by two independent observers who were not aware of the patients’ profiles, and were grouped into four predominant patterns according to previously reported procedures. These included (1) a DAD pattern characterised by widespread bilateral consolidation, (2) a CIP pattern characterised by fibrosis and/or consolidation, (3) a BOOP/EP pattern showing peribronchial or subpleural consolidation without fibrosis, and (4) an HP pattern with diffuse ground glass opacities without fibrosis. A fibrosis was defined by irregular linear opacities with architectural distortion. Ground glass opacities were defined as a diffuse increase in lung density that did not obscure the pulmonary vasculature. The diagnosis of the four predominant patterns seen on the chest HRCT scans was supported by histopathological evidence from bronchoalveolar lavage, transbronchial lung biopsy, and/or necropsy. The extent of the opacities seen on the chest HRCT scans was evaluated using a visual estimating score whereby calculations were made to the nearest 10% of parenchymal involvement of the whole lung. Following the initial independent evaluations, divergent observations were resolved by consensus after consultation between the two observers.

Measurement of serum KL-6 levels
Serum samples were collected from all patients at the time of their diagnosis; 2–12 serum samples per patient were also obtained weekly during the clinical course for 26 patients. Serum KL-6 was measured by a sandwich enzyme linked immunosorbent assay using the KL-6 antibody as described previously. The cut off value for serum KL-6 was set at 520 U/ml according to a previous report.

Statistical analysis
The interobserver agreement was assessed using Kappa statistics. Kappa values greater than 0.61 were considered as indicating good agreement between observers. The serum KL-6 levels in the four chest HRCT patterns were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test. Differences in serum KL-6 levels and in the extent of the opacities seen in the chest HRCT patterns were evaluated by the Mann-Whitney U test. The correlation coefficients between serum KL-6 levels and chest HRCT patterns were evaluated by the Spearman’s rank test. Quantitative differences were tested by the χ² test for goodness of fit or by the Fisher’s exact probability test. A p value of <0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS
Interpretation of chest HRCT images
The interobserver variability before reaching consensus agreement was expressed as a Kappa value which was 0.90 for the predominant patterns and 0.80 for the extent of the opacities, indicating good agreement between the observers.

Chest HRCT patterns
Table 1 shows the categories of causal drugs and the chest HRCT patterns of the associated pneumonitis. There were seven patients with DAD, 11 with CIP, eight with BOOP/EP, and four with HP patterns. Cytotoxic agents caused a DAD or CIP pattern in six out of seven patients, while non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs caused BOOP/EP or HP patterns in five out of seven patients. The other drugs showed no particular relationship with the pattern of pneumonitis.

Relationship between serum KL-6 levels and chest HRCT patterns
Figure 1 shows the levels of KL-6 at the time of diagnosis according to the type of pneumonitis. Serum KL-6 was increased in 16 of the 30 patients (53.3%). There were no significant differences in sex or age between the patients with and without increased KL-6 levels (data not shown). There were significant differences in the serum KL-6 levels associated with the four chest HRCT patterns (p<0.0001). All 16 patients with increased circulating KL-6 levels had either a DAD or a CIP pattern. None of the patients with BOOP/EP or HP patterns had an increased KL-6 level. KL-6 levels were therefore significantly higher in patients with DAD and CIP than in those with BOOP/EP or HP. Moreover, KL-6 levels were significantly higher in patients with DAD than in those with CIP.
with CIP. However, there was no significant difference in the serum levels of KL-6 between patients with a BOOP/EP or HP pattern.

**Relationship between serum KL-6 levels and extent of the opacities**

The extent of the opacities seen on the chest CT scan was significantly correlated with serum levels of KL-6 \( (r_s = 0.525, p < 0.01) \), as shown in fig 2. Since KL-6 was not increased in patients with a BOOP/EP or HP pattern, raised levels of KL-6 correlated primarily with the extent of DAD or CIP associated opacities. If BOOP/EP and HP patterns were excluded, there was still a significant correlation between KL-6 levels and extent of the opacities \( (r_s = 0.569, p = 0.0245) \) which is comparable to that seen for all cases \( (r_s = 0.525, p < 0.01) \). Disease extent was significantly higher in the DAD than in the CIP or BOOP/EP patterns \( (p < 0.001) \). The CIP pattern also showed greater involvement of the opacities than did the BOOP/EP pattern \( (p < 0.01) \). However, the extent of the opacities seen in the HP pattern did not differ from those in the other groups.

**Serum KL-6 levels and clinical course**

Five out of seven patients with DAD, eight out of 11 with CIP, and all patients with a BOOP/EP or HP pattern showed clinical improvement which was defined as an improvement in both chest radiological findings and clinical laboratory examinations. The other five patients died from respiratory failure because of drug induced pneumonitis. Patients with increased levels of serum KL-6 at diagnosis had significantly higher mortality \( (5/16; 31.3\%) \) than the others \( (0/14; 0\%) \) \( (p < 0.05) \). Figure 3A shows the changes in serum KL-6 levels in 11 survivors with DAD \( (n = 4) \) or CIP \( (n = 7) \) patterns. In 10 patients the serum KL-6 levels decreased significantly with response to withdrawal of the implicated drug and/or corticosteroid treatment. For one patient with a CIP pattern the serum KL-6 level at diagnosis was normal but increased after withdrawal of the implicated drug and then decreased in accordance with corticosteroid therapy. In contrast, serum levels of KL-6 either remained unchanged or increased in five non-survivors with a DAD \( (n = 2) \) or CIP \( (n = 3) \) pattern \( (fig \ 3B) \). In patients with DAD or CIP patterns, serial reduction in serum KL-6 levels was seen in 10 of 11 survivors but in none of five non-survivors \( (p < 0.001) \). There was no significant difference in disease extent on the chest CT scan between survivors and non-survivors in the DAD/CIP group. In all 10 patients with a BOOP/EP or HP pattern, serum levels of KL-6 remained below the cut off level throughout the clinical course (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

We have shown a relationship between the type of lung injury and serum levels of KL-6 in patients with drug induced lung disease. KL-6 was increased in particular types of lung injury such as those associated with a DAD or CIP pattern on the chest HRCT scan, but not in those with a BOOP/EP or HP pattern. The level of KL-6 increased or decreased in accordance with the clinical course of the disease in patients with a DAD or CIP pattern. A similar correlation has also been described in previous case reports.\(^{12-24}\) The overall sensitivity \( (53.3\%) \) of KL-6 for drug induced lung disease was obviously lower than that for other interstitial lung diseases such as idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis.\(^{11, 16, 17, 20}\) However, if we restrict our analysis to patients with a DAD or CIP pattern who comprised more than half the patients studied \( (18/30) \), the sensitivity \( (88.9\%) \) is comparable to that seen for other interstitial lung diseases.

KL-6 levels did not increase in drug induced pneumonitis associated with a BOOP/EP or HP pattern. Similar to drug induced pneumonitis, serum KL-6 levels do not increase in
patients with idiopathic BOOP or EP. BOOP/EP in the acute phase usually exhibited peribronchial or subpleural consolidation without fibrosis on the chest HRCT scan, similar to bacterial pneumonia. In many of these cases serum levels of KL-6 also remained within normal values. A high serum level of KL-6 is one characteristic of the usual HP caused by inhalation of an organic antigen. The appearance of the chest HRCT scan in drug induced pneumonitis with an HP pattern was essentially the same as that usually seen in the HP pattern associated with non-drug induced pneumonitis. However, the small centrilobular nodules typically seen in the more common form of HP were absent in drug induced pneumonitis with an HP pattern. The difference in KL-6 levels indicates that the mechanism may be substantially different between drug induced and the more common type of HP.

The primary cellular source of KL-6 is type II pneumocytes. The concentration of KL-6 is estimated to be extremely high in epithelial lining fluid. An increase in circulating KL-6 levels in interstitial pneumonitis is therefore thought to be due to an increase in KL-6 production by regenerating alveolar type II pneumocytes and/or an enhanced permeability following destruction of the air-blood barrier in the affected lungs. Serum levels of KL-6 were significantly increased in particular types of lung injury such as DAD and CIP, but not in injuries with a BOOP/EP or HP pattern. KL-6 levels were significantly correlated with the extent of the opacities detected by chest HRCT scanning in patients with drug induced lung diseases. KL-6 might be increased in these cases according to the extent of lung injury because patients with a DAD or CIP pattern had a significantly larger extent of opacities and significantly higher levels of serum KL-6 than did those with a BOOP/EP pattern. However, the HP pattern was not associated with an increased level of KL-6, even in cases where there was a large extent of opacities. Moreover, the CIP pattern was accompanied by increased serum levels of KL-6 that were independent of the extent of the opacities. Serum levels of KL-6 may therefore reflect not only the extent but also the type of lung injury involved.

In patients with DAD or CIP patterns, serial reduction in KL-6 levels was seen in 10 of 11 survivors but in none of five patients who died. We evaluated whether the five non-survivors had more extensive disease on CT scanning than the 11 survivors. However, there was no significant difference in disease extent on the chest CT scan between survivors and non-survivors in the DAD/CIP group. The predictive value of serial KL-6 measurement cannot therefore account for the differences in the disease extent on the CT scan.

In conclusion, serum KL-6 levels are increased in particular types of drug induced lung injury such as those associated with DAD and CIP patterns. It should be noted that DAD and CIP patterns are the most common patterns encountered in drug induced pneumonitis. Moreover, these types of pneumonitis are related to high morbidity and mortality. One limitation of the present study was the small number of patients included. Further prospective studies will be needed to determine whether measurement of KL-6 levels would be beneficial in the monitoring and early detection of pneumonitis in patients treated with various drugs. These studies should investigate drugs such as antineoplastic agents which can produce pneumonitis with a DAD or CIP pattern.
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